Tracheobronchial transplantation with a stem-cell-seeded bioartificial nanocomposite: a proof-of-concept study
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Summary

Background Tracheal tumours can be surgically resected but most are an inoperable size at the time of diagnosis; therefore, new therapeutic options are needed. We report the clinical transplantation of the tracheobronchial airway with a stem-cell-seeded bioartificial nanocomposite.

Methods A 36-year-old male patient, previously treated with debulking surgery and radiation therapy, presented with recurrent primary cancer of the distal trachea and main bronchi. After complete tumour resection, the airway was replaced with a tailored bioartificial nanocomposite previously seeded with autologous bone-marrow mononuclear cells via a bioreactor for 36 h. Postoperative granulocyte colony-stimulating factor filgrastim (10 μg/kg) and epoetin beta (40 000 UI) were given over 14 days. We undertook flow cytometry, scanning electron microscopy, confocal microscopy epigenetics, multiplex, miRNA, and gene expression analyses.

Findings We noted an extracellular matrix-like coating and proliferating cells including a CD105+ subpopulation in the scaffold after the reseeding and bioreactor process. There were no major complications, and the patient was asymptomatic and tumour free 5 months after transplantation. The bioartificial nanocomposite has patent anastomoses, lined with a vascularised neumocosa, and was partly covered by nearly healthy epithelium. Postoperatively, we detected a mobilisation of peripheral cells displaying increased mesenchymal stromal cell phenotype, and upregulation of epoetin receptors, antiapoptotic genes, and miR-34 and miR-449 biomarkers. These findings, together with increased levels of regenerative-associated plasma factors, strongly suggest stem-cell homing and cell-mediated wound repair, extracellular matrix remodelling, and neovascularisation of the graft.

Interpretation Tailor-made bioartificial scaffolds can be used to replace complex airway defects. The bioreactor reseeding process and pharmacological-induced site-specific and graft-specific regeneration and tissue protection are key factors for successful clinical outcome.

Funding European Commission, Knut and Alice Wallenberg Foundation, Swedish Research Council, StratRegen, Vinnova Foundation, Radiumhemmet, Clinigene EU Network of Excellence, Swedish Cancer Society, Centre for Biosciences (The Live Cell imaging Unit), and UCL Business.

Introduction Primary tracheal cancers are rare neoplastic lesions characterised by a high mortality rate. The gold standard treatment for these lesions is surgical resection with primary reconstruction.1 However, epidemiological studies have shown that, because of difficulties in the definitive diagnosis, most patients with primary malignant tracheal cancers present with local inoperable disease (exceeding 6 cm or >50% of the total tracheal length) and are, therefore, treated with palliative measures. For these patients, prognosis is poor with a reported 5-year survival rate of about 5%.2 Moreover, because safe reconstruction of the trachea is not possible, even in patients with operable tumours, the proportion of complete tumour resection is less than 60%.3 This outcome would be greatly improved if a trachea substitute with similar anatomical, physiological, and biomechanical properties of the native trachea were available.

In 2008, we reported the first fully tissue-engineered tracheal transplantation with a non-immunogenic decellularised human donor trachea reseeded with bone-marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) and respiratory cells.4 However, this approach is limited by the shortage of donor organs of an appropriate size and has other disadvantages (webappendix p 9). As a result, an alternative, tailor-made synthetic tracheal scaffold is an urgent clinical need. We report the clinical transplantation of the tracheobronchial airway in a patient with recurrent primary tracheal cancer, with use of a tailor-made artificial scaffold reseeded ex vivo with mononuclear cells (MNCs)5 and a growth factor-induced endogenous stem cells mobilisation.

Methods The recipient

Webappendix pp 2–9 provides a detailed description of the methods. A 36-year-old man presented in May, 2011,
at the Karolinska University Hospital (Huddinge, Sweden) with stridor, cough, and respiratory difficulties. The patient, previously treated elsewhere with tumoral debulking surgery and postoperative regional radiation (70 Gy), presented with a recurrence of a primary tracheal mucoepidermoid carcinoma affecting the distal trachea and both main bronchi (figure 1A). The patient underwent an extensive staging, including 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (18F-FDG) PET scan, multistage biopsies of the respiratory mucosa proximal and distal to the macroscopic tumour burden, and bone marrow biopsy and aspiration. Results showed no local or distant lymphatic or systemic metastasis, and normal stromal cells. The tumour extended from 5 cm above the right tracheobronchial angle into the first 1.3 cm of the right main bronchus, leaving the origins of the upper and intermedius take-offs tumour free, and the first 1.5 cm of the origin of the left main bronchus (webvideo 1). On the basis of surgical standards, this extension was deemed beyond resectability; therefore a transplant procedure, with an artificial biomaterial, was offered to the patient.

We obtained written informed consent from the patient, and the transplant procedure was approved by the local scientific ethics committee.

Pretransplant preparation

We manufactured a tailor-made trachea from the preoperative chest CT and three-dimensional volume rendered images of the patient with a nanocomposite polymer (POSS-PCU; polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane [POSS] covalently bonded to poly-[carbonate-urea] urethane [PCU]) processed by an extrusion-phase-inversion method. On the basis of our previous experience with the physical and mechanical properties of human trachea (webappendix p 11) and the patient’s preoperative CT scan (figure 1B), we developed a POSS-PCU nanocomposite polymeric airway of appropriate size and morphology, reproducing the exact dimensions of the patient’s tracheobronchial structure (webappendix p 12). A Y-shaped three-dimensional glass mandrel was fabricated, and U-shaped rings of POSS-PCU, analogous to the cartilaginous rings of tracheobronchial tissue, were manufactured with casted methodologies and placed around the mandrel. The entire mould was then placed in the POSS-PCU solution to form a coagulated porous scaffold.

A bioreactor to accommodate precisely the maturation requirements of the Y-shaped synthetic windpipe construct used in the transplantation was developed (Hugo Sachs Elektronik-Harvard Apparatus GmbH, March-Hugstetten, Germany; figure IC, D). The design was based on a sterilisable rotating-construct bioreactor, previously validated but with novel elements to drive a recirculating fluid flow within and around the developing graft, enabling consistent and uniform delivery of cells, nutrients, gases, and hydrodynamic shear forces within the bioreactor. This process is accomplished without external fluid pumps and packaged within the bioreactor assembly so that ease of handling and simplicity of use in good manufacturing practice and clinical environments is not compromised.

Autologous MNCs were obtained 2 days before transplantation from a bone marrow aspirate through density gradient separation. Analyses of white blood cells, mononuclear cells, CD34+ cells, viability, colony-forming unit-fibroblast, flow cytometric characterisation, and sterility were done. To obtain the synthetic bioengineered tracheobronchial construct, cells were resuspended in low-glucose Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (Invitrogen, Stockholm, Sweden) and seeded onto the synthetic graft by incubation of the construct in the bioreactor at 37°C for 36 h before transplantation.

Immediately before transplantation, a second bone marrow harvest was done, and MNCs were separated and transferred to the operating theatre. Immediately before implantation, the airway construct was transported to the operating theatre, reseeded with the obtained MNCs, and conditioned with growth and regenerative factors—namely, recombinant human transforming growth factor-β3 (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN, USA; 10 μg/cm²), granulocyte-colony stimulating factor filgrastim (G-CSF, Neupogen; Amgen Europe BV, Breda, Netherlands; 10 μg/kg), and epoetin beta (analogous synthetics of Erythropoietin Roche, Grenzach-Wyhlen, Germany; 40 000 UI). We assessed sections of the graft, surplus to clinical need, by scanning electron microscopy, fluorescence, and bright field light microscopy and confocal live cell imaging (webappendix pp 14–15; webvideo 2).

Transplantation

Under general anaesthesia and orotracheal intubation, a redo sternotomy was done and the tumour-burden area dissected and mobilised, according to the principles of tracheal surgery. Because of the previous postsurgical and radiation-induced scar tissue formation, the tumour had to be resected along with the right intrapericardial pulmonary artery, and subsequently revascularised with a Dacron 8F graft (Gelseal, Vascutek; Terumo, Ann Arbor, MI, USA). The graft was interposed between the retroaortic and the extrapleural origin of the pulmonary artery, clamping both vena cavae for 26 min and without use of cardiopulmonary bypass. Tumour resection included the postlateral and mediastinal aspect of the distal truncus of the superior vena cava via lateral clamping and direct suture. The resected trachea included its distal intrathoracic 6 cm, the entire right main bronchus, and first 2 cm of the left main bronchus. All tumour margins were negative on frozen section, and a complete mediastinal lymph-node dissection was done. The airway was then reconstructed by implantation of the reseeded nanocomposite end-to-end, first to the right and left main bronchi and then to the proximal trachea, with standard techniques. Finally, the omentum major was wrapped around the construct and the median
sternotomy and laparotomy closed in a standard manner. From our past experience with carinal surgery when cough reflex, mucous clearance, and patient’s full mobilisation are suboptimal in the early postoperative course, a temporary tracheotomy above the implanted graft was made at the end of the procedure.9

Regenerative boosting therapy
To enhance the regenerative process, the patient was treated pharmacologically by subcutaneous injections of G-CSF (10 μg/kg) and epoetin-alpha (40 000 UI), with a loading dose given the day before transplantation and every other day for 2 weeks during the postoperative period.

Follow-up assessment
Control endoscopies were done postoperatively daily for the first 7 days, for inspection of the graft and anastomoses. Bronchoscopies were then done once a week during admission to hospital, and once a month thereafter. Postoperative biopsies of the bioartificial graft were assessed by immunohistochemistry, haematoxylin-eosin stain, periodic acid-Schiff stain, and Masson’s trichrome stain. Micro-RNA assessment in serum and trypan blue dye exclusion or by Nucleocounter NC-100 (ChemoMetec A/S, Allerød, Denmark). We analysed gene expression, chromatin immunoprecipitation, and analyses of PBMC subsets and phenotyping 2 days before surgery, and for 2 weeks postoperatively.

Statistical analysis
We undertook data analysis, preparation of graphs, and statistical comparisons using Prism software (Graphpad Prism version 5.0a) and three-dimensional surface modelling with Microsoft Excel 2010.

Role of the funding source
The sponsors of the study had no role in study design, data collection, data analysis, data interpretation, or writing of the report. The corresponding author had full access to all the data in the study and had final responsibility for the decision to submit for publication.

Results
The patient was awake 24 h after transplantation. The immediate postoperative course was characterised by a right upper lobe pneumonia (day 2); *Candida albicans* (>10000 CFU/mL) and *Stenotrophomonas maltophilia* (>10000 CFU/mL) were isolated and treated with broad spectrum antibiotics and intensive physiotherapy. Other than this complication, the patient improved gradually and was weaned from the mechanical ventilation on day 5 postoperatively.

1 week after surgery, the bronchoscopy (webvideo 3, figure 2A) showed a normal and patent airway bleeding from its inner layer at the contact with the scope; the obtained biopsy samples showed the presence of necrotic connective tissue associated with fungi contamination and neoformed vessels (figure 2B). The temporary tracheotomy cannula was removed 18 days later. The patient was then transferred to a normal ward and discharged to the referral hospital 1 month after surgery. The biopsy sample 2 months after transplantation showed large granulation areas with initial signs of epithelialisation and more organised vessel formations, and no bacterial or fungi contamination (figure 2B). The patient was discharged from the referring hospital to start rehabilitation and later resumed his university studies. 5 months after transplantation, the patient is asymptomatic, breathes normally, is tumour free, and has an almost normal airway (figure 2C) and improved lung function compared with preoperatively (table, webappendix p 16).
Analyses by micro-RNA expression have shown that serum levels of miR-34 and miR-449 members are potential biomarkers for promotion of terminal differentiation of airway epithelium. Compared with preoperative levels, we noted upregulation 2 days after transplantation, which gradually decreased (figure 2D). By contrast, serum levels of miR-16—a ubiquitous miRNA frequently used for normalisation of serum miRNA levels—remained unchanged.

The autologous bone marrow MNCs were seeded on the synthetic graft and incubated in the bioreactor (webappendix p 14), resulting in a bioengineered tracheobronchial construct suitable for transplantation (webappendix p 17). Scanning electron microscopy of cells incubated in the bioreactor and confocal microscopy of live cells statically exposed to the biomaterial identified cells of different morphologies inside the scaffold, including long processes, filopodia, and lamellipodia (webappendix pp 16–17), whose formation requires anchorage to the scaffold. Although a shortage in material prevented us from undertaking a thorough analysis of cell division, some of the observed cells seemed to be newly divided (webappendix p 17) and cells exposed to the bioreactor aggregated in dense clusters, suggesting clonal expansion. Staining with the CD105 marker showed a subpopulation of cells of mesenchymal lineage (webappendix p 17). Flow cytometric phenotyping of the bioreactor medium showed a selective reduction of MSCs and haemopoietic stem cells (HSCs) after the reseeding process, with a particular decrease in CD90 high and CD59 dim cells (webappendix p 17), suggesting their preferential attachment and engraftment to the scaffold.

Monitoring of patient cell counts and plasma markers showed formation of typical acute phase reactants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>May, 2011 (before surgery)</th>
<th>October, 2011 (4 months after surgery)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FVC (L)</td>
<td>3.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEV1 (L)</td>
<td>1.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEV1:FVC (%)</td>
<td>40.02%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FVC=forced vital capacity. FEV1=forced expiratory volume in 1 s.

Table: Lung function tests

---

Figure 2: Postoperative follow-up

(A) Bronchoscopy image showing the transplanted bioengineered construct integrated with surrounding tissues. (B) Histological evaluation (Masson) of the first postoperatively obtained biopsy sample (at day 7) from the distal part of the graft showed necrotic connective tissue (i) with fungi contamination (periodic acid-Schiff stain); ii) but developed vascular structure (CD146 with Bond Polymer Refine Detection brown colour; NGFR with Bond Polymer Refine Red Detection red colour with no stained structures); immunolabelling was done on Leica -Bond-Max automated immunostainer; iii) By contrast, the follow-up biopsy at 2 months (haematoxylin-eosin stain) showed ulceration with granulation tissue (iv) and still inflammation, but also respiratory epithelium with mucous secreting cells (haematoxylin-eosin stain; v and vi). Additionally, P63-DAB/CK17 staining showing detached metaplastic squamous epithelium (red; vii) and MiB1-DAB/Vimentin staining showing proliferating (brown) endothelial structures in capillaries. (C) Postoperative volume rendered (VR) image. Air in airways is shown in bright blue. Note that the VR technique displays only the factual air and not the scaffold material. Yellow arrows show borders for scaffold insertion. (D) Serum levels of miR-16, miR-34, miR-449b, and miR-449c were measured by quantitative PCR in serum samples gained at the indicated timepoints before and after surgery.
wounding, tissue remodelling, and regenerative factors after surgery (webappendix pp 18–19). Webappendix p 19 shows results of a heat map analysis with the exact kinetics and numerical values for individual factors. Findings from a flow cytometric analysis of the peripheral blood showed an increase in HSCs at day 6, with a particular increase of the CD90+ subpopulation (webappendix pp 20–21). We noted an increased amount of circulating MSCs at day 2, to 15-fold higher levels than the age and sex matched healthy donor range (figure 3A), possibly as a result of the boosting therapy before surgery; this increase was followed by a three-fold decrease at day 4 and 6, to show a secondary two-fold increase at day 10. In line with these findings, the relative gene expression of homing-associated factor SDF-1 receptor CXCR4 was two-fold higher in MSCs at day 2 than at day 10 (figure 3B).

We then undertook a molecular analysis of the stem-cell phenotype. Chromatin immunoprecipitation showed that the SOX2 gene, encoding a progenitor-associated transcription factor, showed stable concentrations of the H3K4me3 activity mark throughout the postoperative analysis. However, the H3K27me3 repressive mark was decreased in samples retrieved 4 and 6 days after surgery, showing an increased activity and decreased repression at these timepoints (figure 3C). Accordingly, this increased total activity preceded an induction of SOX2 gene expression at day 6 and a further increase at day 10 (figure 3D). Another progenitor-associated gene, GNL3, also displayed an increasing ratio of active and repressive marks H3K4me3 and H3K27me3 at day 6, correlating with increased gene expression (data not shown). These results on chromatin state and gene expression lend support to the flow cytometric analysis indicating a second wave of circulating MSCs (figure 3A, webappendix p 20).

We investigated the expression in PBMCs of genes involved in the JAK/STAT pathway—a major signalling transduction pathway activated by epoetin beta. Most genes showed a consistent trend of downregulation at day 4 postoperatively, compared with the preoperative condition, with subsequent progressive recovery of the expression levels at days 6 and 10 (webappendix p 22). Analysis of antiapoptotic genes showed a peak in the expression of BCL2L1 and EPOR at day 6, suggesting increased antiapoptotic activity in PBMCs at that time (figure 3E).

**Discussion**

Findings from this proof-of-concept case study show the feasibility of tracheal transplantation with an artificial nanocomposite reseeded with autologous stromal cells.
We have also shown the possibility of stem-cell mobilisation and the dynamic patterns and profile of mononuclear cells in peripheral blood circulation. Despite much progress in the clinical translation of tissue engineered organs and complex tissues, no safe and suitable solution has been identified to successfully replace the trachea. With a human decellularised tracheal matrix, repopulated with in-vitro expanded and differentiated autologous chondrocytes of MSC origin and autologous epithelial cells via a novel bioreactor system, the first-in-man completely tissue-engineered trachea replacement was successfully done. This strategy, improved by intraoperative graft seeding with autologous cells (bone marrow MSCs and respiratory cells) and conditioning with differentiation and tissue-protective factors, was subsequently successfully used in patients with both benign and malignant airway diseases. However, this approach has limitations—e.g., a long period for the decellularisation process (15–20 days), the need for different patient-specific sizes, the risks for altering long-term natural matrix mechanical properties, bacterial contamination during the in-vitro natural graft manipulation, and, most importantly, the absolute requirement of obtaining a donor organ.

The primary tumour of our patient involved the last 5 cm of the distal trachea along with the tracheobronchial bifurcation, which represents an absolute contraindication to any surgical resection. Because the patient had a tumour recurrence with severe stridor, despite 70 Gy of radiation therapy, and the waiting time for a donation would have been unpredictable, we decided to attempt a curative surgery by replacement of the resected airway with an artificial POSS-PCU-based nanocomposite combined with a novel pharmacological boosting strategy. This decision was based on the fact that the POSS-PCU is biocompatible, non-toxic, non-biodegradable, inert, and has negligible immunoreactivity. Additionally, it displays mechanical properties, in-vivo chemical stability, and nanostructural features which approach the ideal for a bioengineered tracheal implant. And, it is patient specific, since it could be designed to replace not only the trachea but also the bronchi, or a combination of both. Lastly, it can be produced in a rapid and clinically appropriate timeframe.

Previous attempts to replace the airways of patients with tracheal cancer with synthetic materials have been unsuccessful because of graft’s limited cell seeding, infection, migration, stenosis, necrosis, and ultimately death of the patients. These drawbacks are clearly related to the fact that the trachea is not located in a mesenchymal environment, but is in direct contact with the breathing air, making infection and contamination more likely to occur. Thus we used a bioreactor environment to reseed the bioartificial scaffold with autologous mononuclear cells. Results showed that 36 h of dynamic incubation of the mononuclear cells in the bioreactor was sufficient for them to adhere to the biomaterial. 2 days after seeding, the cells exposed to the bioreactor formed dense clusters, whereas those statically incubated were more evenly distributed (webappendix p 17), indicating that the bioreactor might help nested cells to proliferate. Antibody labelling and morphological analysis showed the presence of proliferating CD105+ cells with mesenchymal but not haemopoietic phenotype within the graft. Although an extracellular matrix (ECM)-like structure was observed on the scaffold (webappendix p 17) after the reseeding and bioreactor process, whether this structure is related to the autologous serum or the production of ECM by engrafted cells is unclear.

The most frequently reported airway complications after lung transplantation are necrosis, dehiscence, and stenosis, probably related to ischaemia of the transplanted bronchus during the immediate period after transplantation. In this report, an avascularised, Y-shaped nanocomposite was implanted and the initial fungal infection had resolved within 4 months from transplantation; later the endoluminal surface was partly lined with respiratory mucosa, at which we noted nearly healthy epithelium and proliferating endothelium. This finding provides evidence that a bioengineered synthetic tracheobronchial nanocomposite can be recellularised in vivo with site-specific cells to become a living and functional scaffold completely integrated into the adjacent tissues. The measured levels of miR-34/449...
micro-RNAs, which have been proposed as potential biomarkers of terminal differentiation of airway epithelium, suggest the presence of postoperative airway epithelial differentiation in the patient.

One of the key issues in a synthetic transplantation setting is the recruitment of repair cells that promote the integration and remodelling of the newly transplanted material. The cellular components contributing to regeneration can be recruited either from local tissue or from circulating progenitor cells. We observed HSC mobilisation together with increased amounts of circulating MSCs, which contrasts with previous findings of no mobilisation of MSCs, when G-CSF was used as mobilising agent alone. Indeed, surgery-induced inflammation and chemokine and anaphylatoxin release at the implantation site could be the reason for the observed MSC mobilisation in our patient. We detected release of a large array of soluble mediators associated with wound healing, which could promote MSC mobilisation, as previously reported by other investigators. Additionally, G-CSF induced neutrophil expansion, and release of proteases, which we also detected, could have promoted progenitor mobilisation. Progenitor mobilisation presumably occurs by weakening their anchoring within the niche, either by degradation of the anchoring ECM components or their retention factor SDF-1α itself. Bone marrow progenitor cell activation, recruitment, tissue repair, and local immune suppression at the surgery site could be enhanced by blood activation products, such as C3a and thrombin, which were formed upon scaffold implantation. We detected a strong systemic release of growth factors and matrix metalloproteinases, which are probably produced by recruited progenitor and other immune cells. Furthermore, we recorded a substantial and very early increase of the epoetin-receptor expression with simultaneous upregulation of antiapoptotic genes, such as BCL2L1. During inflammation, trauma cytokines are released which upregulate epoetin receptors but inhibit tissue protection by downregulation of local epoetin production and antiapoptotic downstream pathways, favouring cell apoptosis. To avoid this early postoperative absence of local epoetin production, we administered regenerative (500 UI/Kg) epoetin doses, aiming to favour and trigger early local tissue protection and regeneration.

Taken together, these results provide evidence that a successful organ regeneration strategy has been accomplished (panel). The successful overall clinical outcome of this first-in-man bioengineered artificial tracheobronchial transplantation provides ongoing proof of the viability of this approach, in which a cell-seeded synthetic graft is fabricated to patient-specific anatomical requirements and incubated to maturity within the environment of a bioreactor. Additionally, in-depth cellular biochemistry analyses have provided new insight into the mechanisms by which the so-called pharmacological boosting factors contribute to cell mobilisation, differentiation, and ultrastructural organisation of the fully engrafted tracheobronchial construct.
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